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Abstract 
This paper studies causality in the x-calculus. Our notion of causality combines the dependen- 
cies given by the syntactic structure of processes with those originated by passing names. Our 
studies show that two transitions not causally related may however occur in a fixed ordering 
in any computation, i.e., the z-calculus may implicitly express a precedence between actions. 
The same partial order of transitions is associated with all the computations that are obtained 
by shuffling transitions that are concurrent (i.e. related neither by causality nor by precedence). 
Other non-interleaving semantics are investigated and compared. The presentation takes advan- 
tage of a parametric definition of process behaviour given in SOS style that permits us to take 
almost for free the interleaving theory and tools. Finally, we extend our approach to higher- 
order n-calculus, enriched with a spurn operation. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
rcscrvcd 
Kq~~vds: Mobile computing; Operational semantics; True concurrency 
1. Introduction 
The study of the behaviour of a distributed system may benefit from knowledge on 
the causal relation between its events. For example, when debugging a system, it might 
be very expensive to examine all the observable events which precede a detected bug. 
It is much simpler only to look at the events which have influenced the bug. These are 
identified by a causality relation which traces the effects that an action has on those 
actions that it causes. 
In the literature there are essentially two kinds of non-interleaving semantics for cal- 
culi without name-passing such as CCS [ 171, namely the causal [29, 10,7,23,4, 141 and 
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local [5,16] semantics. The former says that an activity t is caused by another, say t’, if 
t’ is a necessary condition for the occurrence oft. The locality semantics was introduced 
to study the spatial distribution of resources. In practice, the only difference between 
the two notions is that the causal one cross-updates the causes between the partners of 
communications, while locality semantics completely ignores communications. In fact, 
the two coincide when there are no communications [16, 1 I]. 
Recently a few papers [27,2,22,6,15] have begun to study this problem in the n- 
calculus [20,21]. However, many subtle aspects still have to be clarified, especially 
related to the explicit distinction between input and output actions and to the depen- 
dencies induced by the usage of names. In the rest of the Introduction we assume that 
the reader is familiar with the n-calculus. 
Following Boreale and Sangiorgi [2], we consider two kinds of dependencies: those 
induced by the structure of processes (called sfructural), and those originated when 
names are bound (here called link). The two kinds of dependencies are kept distinct 
as it might be useful to examine the control structure separately from the data-flow 
structure, for example when designing or analysing a system. 
As links in the n-calculus are directed, i.e. the sender and the receiver are identified 
in a communication, a better account can be given to structural causality. Consider the 
process 
(vx)(a.xy.b(c.x(z).;Iiz) 
and its computation 
(vx)(a.Fy.b/c.x(z).dz) 5 (vx)(a.~y.b~x(z).dz) 
4 (vx)(xy.blx(z).dz) I, (vx)(bldy). 
According to Milner [18], the effect of the communication influences only dy, the 
residual of the receiver of y. On the contrary, b is unaffected because no flow of 
information is possible from c to b. Thus, we state that there is no causal relation 
between c and b. They are only temporally dependent. We say in this case that c 
implicitly has got precedence over b. We claim that this notion of causality, already 
studied for CCS in [24] is suitable for mobile processes, because it gives a more faithful 
account of the effects of a communication. Also, it can model both a synchronous, hand- 
shake implementation of communications and an asynchronous one, typically through 
a buffer. In the latter case, the sender writes a value in the buffer and leaves its 
residual to proceed. The receiver reads the value from the buffer and passes it to its 
own residual. In our example, the input of y on link x can overlap with or even 
follow in time the execution of b, so there is no precedence between c and b with 
asynchronous communications. 
Link dependencies are established when an action uses as its link a name bound by 
another through an input or an extrusion. For example, in 
P=(va)(TajZy) 
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the free output on the link a in P can occur only if a has been extruded by the bound 
output x(a). In fact, the external behaviour of P coincides with the one of 
P’ = (va)xa.Zy. 
Therefore, Ziy is link dependent on X(a). Analogously, in 
Q=y(a).Tix 
the output occurs on the channel read along link y, thus it depends on the input. We 
will show later that a link dependency due to an input turns out to be a structural 
dependency, as well. 
On the other hand, if the extruded name (or the variable instantiated by an input) 
is the value sent by an output, y1o causality appears due to links. For example in 
both components can extrude and thus they are causally independent, although not 
temporally independent. In fact, first a component extrudes, and then the other can 
only perform a free output. This shows a different kind of precedence than the one 
established by a (synchronous) communication. This kind of precedence can also dis- 
appear if a higher-dimension transition models the simultaneous occurrence of two (or 
more) independent transitions (see Section 6.3, where a transition is labelled by a set 
of actions). In the above example, one can have the transition 
(va)(jja 1 ya)("a)%'u'O (0 
in which no precedence appears. However, this transition can be better understood as 
an atomic sequence of two steps. The first is the invocation of a global manager of 
names that generates the fresh name a. The second is the concurrent firing of two free 
outputs. 
Our notion of concurrency is first introduced as the complement of the relation of 
enabling, which we define as the union of causality and precedence, and that turns out 
to coincide with the causality in [2,6], akin to the classical notion mentioned above. 
Also, we characterize concurrency of actions in terms of the contexts in which they 
occur directly on the transition system. Concurrency is time independent as expected. 
Two concurrent transitions can be executed in any temporal ordering. The set of all 
the computations of a process obtained by swapping concurrent transitions represents 
a truly concurrent computation. 
A different notion is that of independence. Two transitions are independent when 
neither of them has any effect on the calculation made by the other. However, inde- 
pendent transitions may be forced to occur in a fixed temporal ordering. In this sense, 
independence is the complement of causality and is obtained by joining concurrency 
and precedence. 
The presentation of our causal semantics for mobile processes is based on the para- 
metric approach introduced in [ 1 I] and called proved operational semantics. We adopt 
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a very concrete (SOS) transition system whose transitions are labelled by encodings of 
their proofs. We then instantiate it to causal semantics through relabelling functions, 
which maintain only the relevant information in the labels. The relabelling yields an 
action, as usual, and a combination of structural and link dependencies. This ap- 
proach permits us to re-use almost for free the theory and the tools developed in the 
interleaving approach in a truly concurrent setting. 
Our proposal is robust, as it applies to higher-order calculi such as HUz [26] or 
Plain CHOCS [28] with little or no changes. Also, we consider a version of the spawn 
operation used in languages such as Facile [13] or CA4L [25, 191. It creates a new 
processor on which the spawned process is executed concurrently with the existing 
ones. Again, no change is needed, although spawn affects the parallel structure of the 
system. 
Finally, we compare our semantics with other causal semantics presented in the 
literature for the n-calculus [6,2,22, 15,271 and for CCS [7,24]. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly surveys the rr-calculus. Its 
proved operational semantics is presented in Section 3. The new notion of causality is 
introduced in Section 4, together with an example. Other relations between transitions 
(locality, enabling, precedence) are considered in Section 5. Section 6 characterizes the 
concurrency relation and compares it with the other relations. Section 7 establishes the 
relations between the bisimulation-based equivalences of relabelled proved transition 
systems. Section 8 indicates how to handle higher-order calculi in our framework. 
There is a discussion of related work in Section 9. 
2. The x-calculus 
In this section we briefly recall the rr-calculus [20,21], a model of concurrent com- 
municating processes providing the notion of naming. 
Definition 2.1 (Syntax). Let J+‘” be a countable infinite set of names ranged over by 
a, b, . . . , x, y,. . _ with N n {r} = 0. We also assume a set d of agent ident$ers ranged 
over by A,Al,... . Processes (denoted by P, Q, R,. . _ ES) are built from names ac- 
cording to the syntax 
P::=O 1 n.P 1 PfP 1 P 1 P 1 (vx)P / [x=y]P ( A(y,,...,y,) 
where rc may be either x(y) for input, or XY for output (where x is the subject and y 
the object) or t for silent moves. Hereafter, the trailing 0 will be omitted. 
The prefix rc is the first atomic action that the process TC.P can perform. The input 
prefix binds the name y in the prefixed process. Intuitively, some name y is received 
along the link named x. The output prefix does not bind the name y which is sent 
along x. The silent prefix r denotes an action which is invisible to an external observer 
of the system. Summation denotes nondeterministic choice. The operator / describes 
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parallel composition of processes. The operator (VX) acts as a static binder for the name 
x in the process P that it prefixes. In other words, x is a unique name in P which 
is different from all the external names. Finally, matching [X = Y] P is an if-then 
operator: process P is activated if x = Y. A(Yr, . . . , yn) is the definition of constants 
(hereafter, ,j denotes ,vr , . . . , y, ). Each agent identifier A has a unique defining equation 
of the form A(y,,..., yn ) = P, where the Y; are distinct and fn( P) 2 {yl , . , Y,,} (see 
below for the definition of free names fi). 
The late operational semantics for the n-calculus is defined in the SOS style, and the 
labels of the transitions are z for silent actions, x(Y) for input, yy for free output, and 
X(-v) for bound output. We will use p as a metavariable for the labels of transitions 
(it is distinct from rc, the metavariable for prefixes, though it coincides in two cases). 
We sometimes write ( VX, y)P for (vx) (vy)P. We recall the notion of free names ,fn( p), 
bound names hn(y), and names n(p)=JiZ(p)~bn(p) of a label p. 
z Silent 
XY Free output 
x( Y),x(y ) Input and bound output {XI {Y] 
Functions fn, bn and n are extended to processes in the obvious way. Below we 
assume that the structurul congruence E on processes is defined as the least congruence 
satisfying the following clauses: 
l P and Q x-equivalent (they only differ in the choice of bound names) implies P z Q, 
l (./PIE, +,O) is a commutative monoid, 
l [x=x]P-P, 
l (vx)(vy)P-(vy)(vx)P,(vx)(RIS)-(vx)RIS if x$Jiz(S), (vx)(RIS)=RI(vx)S if 
x @fn(R), and (vx)P G P if x $fn(P). 
Table I 
Late transition system for the a-calculus 
Por : 
p’1pp’ 
,bn(p) rib(Q)) = 0 Sum : 
P’IPP’ 
PlQJ!+P’\Q P+QzP’ 
ib 
Open : 
P+P’ 
3 I’, ,Y#,K 
(“J)P i P’ 
P~p!.Q %Q' 
F, 10% )
Close : 
PIQ-I-(~y)(P’IQ’Iy!~}) 
3 ~4hlQ) corn : 
PiP’,Q-Q’ 
PIP 2 P’lQ’{ylwI 
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Note that the / is neither associative nor commutative, and it is the only difference 
with the original proposal. 
A variant of P --% Q is a transition which only differs in that P and Q have been 
replaced by structurally congruent processes, and p has been a-converted, where a name 
bound in p includes Q in its scope. 
We report the late transition system for the rr-calculus in Table 1. The transition in 
the conclusion of each rule, as well as in the axiom, stands for all its variants. The 
table only reports one rule for the binary operator 1; it also has a symmetric rule. 
3. Proved transition system 
We enrich the labels of the standard interleaving transition system in order to encode 
more information, in the style of [8,4]. It is thus possible to derive different semantic 
models for the rc-calculus by extracting new kinds of labels from the enriched ones, 
as in [l l] for CCS. In the next sections we apply this technique to derive a causal 
version of the n-calculus and other truly concurrent descriptions of it. We start with 
the definition of the enriched labels (proof terms). In addition, we introduce a function 
(8) that takes a proof term to the corresponding standard action label. 
Definition 3.1 (Proof terms). Let 29 E { 110, )II}*. Then proof terms (with metavariable 
0) are defined by the following syntax: 
with ~0 =x(w) iff ~1 is either X(v) or Xy, or vice versa. 
Function e is defined as e(tip)=p and e(t9 (6a~c,t9i~t))=r. 
Our version of the late transition system for the rc-calculus is in Table 2, where 
the symmetric rules for communication (Corn1 and Closel) are omitted. Again, the 
transitions in the conclusion of each rule stand for all their variants. We call this tran- 
sition system proved, because the labels of the transitions are encodings of portions 
of their proofs. Here, for the sake of presentation, only the parallel structure of pro- 
cesses is encoded, as this is sufficient for deriving the non-interleaving relations being 
investigated. 
The proved transition system differs from the standard one in the rules for parallel 
composition and communication. Rule Par0 (Par, ) adds to the label a tag IJo (]I 1) to 
record that the left (right) component is moving. The rules Corn0 and Close0 have in 
their conclusion a pair instead of a r to record the components which interacted. Their 
symmetric version Corn] and Closei are obvious. 
Hereafter, we will write a transition P 5 Q simply as 0, when unambiguous. 
The standard interleaving semantics is obtained from the proved transition system 
by relabelling each transition through function 6 in Definition 3.1. 
We now define proved computations. 
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Table 2 
Late proved transition system for the n-calculus 
Act: /,.P&P 
Q(f) LP/ 
, Q(f) := P 
tY’.r(* ) ,ir 1 
Ccv?l~ : 
P%P,,Q - Q’ P - P’ 
p,Q (IIo~~Y~~‘+~~)) p,,Q,(JI,v) 
Open : 
2G( v) J#J 
(“JJ)P 4 P’ 
id’X(W) 
Closq : 
Pd%pr,Q _ Q, 
(l/0’~*(.“).//,1~‘X(~~)) 
Y Kh(Q) 
PIQ - W(P'lQ'bW) 
Definition 3.2 (Proved computation). Let PO -f+ PI be a transition. Then, PO is the 
source of the transition and Pf is its target. 
A proved computation of P is a sequence of transitions P = PO % PI 3 . . . starting 
from P, and such that the target of any transition coincides with the source of the next 
one. We let 5, t’ range over proved computations. The notions of source and target are 
extended in the obvious way to computations; they coincide for the empty ones. 
4. Causality 
We define the notion of dependency on the transitions that occur in a computation. 
From this, it is straightforward to recover the more standard representation of causality 
as a partial ordering of events (a construction is in Section 6.1). 
Following Boreale and Sangiorgi [2], we consider two kinds of dependencies: those 
induced by the structure of processes (called structural), and those originated when 
names are bound (called link). Our transitions will be labelled by an action, and by 
a combination of structural and link dependencies. The distinction between them sim- 
plifies the presentation. Structural dependencies are similar to the read-write causality 
defined for CC’S in [24]: when a communication occurs, the sender transmits its causes 
to the residual of the receiver as well, but not vice versa. Indeed, reading a name can- 
not causally affect the evolution of the residual of the sender, while it may, and usually 
does, affect the evolution of the receiver. This reflects the effect of a communication as 
introduced by Mimer in [18]. Link dependencies are established when an action uses 
as its link a name bound by another through an input or an extrusion. 
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The next subsection defines the causal relation, while Section 4.2 contains an example 
that justifies the introduction of the new kind of causality. 
4.1. Causal relation 
The definition of causality between the transitions of a computation is given in 
three steps. Roughly speaking, the first concerns structural dependencies. In the case 
of asynchronous transitions, it says that a transition labelled 19,~~ depends on a previous 
transition labelled t9’~’ if 6’ is a prefix of 6 (the tuning needed to cover communications 
is made precise below). The underlying idea is that the two transitions have been 
derived using the same initial set of rules and are thus nested in a prefix chain (or 
they are connected by communications in a similar way). 
Definition 4.1 (Structural dependencies). Let PO 3 PI %. . .A P,,+l be a proved 
computation, and hereafter let i,j E (0, 1). Then, 8, has a direct structural dependency 
on BJ, (Qh LJ, 8,) iff either 
l 6, = z9~, Hh = 19’p’ and 19’ is a prefix of 6; or 
l 8, =t9~, Qh = t9’(Q&t9{&) and 3.6’6( is a prefix of d; or 
l 8, =29(t9o~s,t9~~1), Oh=6/p’, 3.19’ is a prefix of 619i and ,~i is an output; or 
l On =fi(z!Jo~a,t9t/~r), f3h =19’(29&,19/1&)), 3i,j.29’8,! is a prefix of t96i and pi is an 
output. 
The structural dependencies of 8, are obtained by reflexive and transitive closure of 
C.:,, i.e., C,, =(Cb,)*.’ 
The last two items in Definition 4.1 say that a transition 8 causes a communication 
if it causes the output component of the communication. The following example shows 
the need to impose pi as an output in the above definition. Consider the process 
PO = (vb,c)((a.bxlb(y).c(z))li-w.d) 
and its computation 
po llolloppl IlO(lb~~(YH p* (~w!2p~w) p3 5 p4 z (vb,c)((O~O)~O). 
If we ignore the condition on /./.i as being an output, the following relations hold 
between these transitions: 
llolloa Ci, Ilo(llo~x, IIINYN Ci,, (Il0ll14zh 111~4 Ci,, IlId. 
In particular, the second communication inherits the dependence on the transition llolloa 
through its input component. By transitive closure 
llolloa C,, II id, 
‘Afterwards, we. will add a subscript 5 to the symbols denoting the relations between the transitions of 
a computation (, when the latter is not clear from the context. 
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which erroneously makes the residual of the writer (d) inherit the causes of the 
reader. 
The second step defines link dependencies. It is simplified by noting that only ex- 
trusions do generate them. This is because a link dependency between an input which 
binds a name y and its following usage always induces a structural dependency as 
well. Indeed, in the process 
p=x(Y).Q 
the scope of the binding occurrence of y is (at most) Q. Since Q is guarded by x(y), 
the prefixes of Q in which y occurs are structurally dependent upon the input. The 
operational rules show that the input x(y) in PIR has no influence upon R because 
rule Par requires that {y} nfn(R) = 0. Later, we will combine structural and link de- 
pendencies, thus we may safely ignore input bindings in the definition of the latter. 
Definition 4.2 (Link dependency). Let Pa 3 PI % . . . 2 P,.+I be a proved compu- 
tation. Then, the link dependency of tl,, if any, is (the unique) t)h (0~ Cl,,k H,) such 
that /(0h)=%(a), ~~..h<j<n,a~bn(e(8i)), and /(O,)~{az,a(z),a(z)}. 
Note that there is no need to implement the cross inheritance of link dependencies 
after a communication. Indeed, if one component of a communication has the form 
t%(a), the link is localised to the residual of the communicating processes via (va), 
since a Close rule is used. 
As an example of how link dependencies are derived, consider the computation 
where the third transition uses a link made available by the second extrusion. Thus, 
the third transition is link dependent on the second one, only. (Note that the link 
dependency is correctly established even if the bound outputs occur in reverse order 
due to the side condition of rule Par.) It should be clear from the example why we let 
an action that uses channel a be link dependent only on the most recent extrusion x(a). 
It is now easy to relabel a computation in the proved transition system, in order to 
make causality explicit. This is our third step. All the causes of a transition are the 
union of its structural dependencies, of its link dependency 8, and of the set containing 
the link and structural causes of 0. The presence of the last set is justified by the 
following example. Consider the process 
(vh,c)((a.bxlb(y).yc)lF). 
If link and structural causes are kept distinct, the only action on which C depends 
is X(c). However, the extrusion depends on a (via bx) and so should C. Thus, the 
transitive closure of the union of structural and link dependencies is mandatory. Then 
the camat relation is 
c: =(C,,. u ä ink)*. 
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We relabel each visible proved transition with a pair 
where the first component is the standard action label, and the second component is 
the set of its causes. Here, we adopt the reference mechanism of unique names for 
transitions introduced by Kiehn [ 161. Only some auxiliary definitions are needed to 
encode causes as backward pointers, as in [7]. As usual, we omit the self-reference 
(condition h # k in Definition 4.3) from the set of causes. 
Definition 4.3 (Causal relabelling). Let 5 = PO 2 PI % . . % P,,+, be a proved 
computation. Its associated causal computation Ct(5) is derived by relabelling any 
transition Ok as ctk, where 
z 
ctk = 
if e( dk ) = 7, 
([(ok>, {h #k/Oh c h, t(h) # z}) otherwise. 
By abuse of notation we will sometimes write ct(&) for ctk. 
We now report an example of an application of the causal relabelling. Consider the 
process 
PO =(vb)(a.b.c Id.b.(vz)(TzlZz)) 
and its computation 
po lb+ pl 3 p2 (IloKJb) p3 “‘Ilox!z’p4 “* S -kP6 = (vb)(01(010)). (1) 
Its associated causal computation is 
(integer i in a set of causes refers to the transition Pi 8, Pi+l). Since II 1, the proof 
part of b, is a prefix of the proof part ])i 110 of the bound output, X(Z) depends upon 
the communication (Definition 4.1), and it thus inherits the causes of the sender (the 
reference 0 to the first transition). The bound output X(z) also depends on the second 
transition whose proof part is a prefix of its own. The output on link z depends upon 
the bound output, as z has been extruded by X(z) (Definition 4.2). By definition of L, 
zz inherits all the causes of X(z), even if they are already partly present via &. The 
last transition depends upon the first one as they share the same proof part. Note that 
the c-transition does not depend on the one labelled II Ed, although the proof part of b 
is Ilo, since the sender does not inherit the causes of the reader. 
4.2. An example 
We give an example which shows how the new notion of causality can improve the 
debugging of formal specifications. 
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Let S be a system made up of a user U, a dispatcher D, a resource manager RM, and 
two resources RI and R2. User U performs an action b and then accesses resources 
for services. Two services st and s2 can be requested by U, but it does not know 
which resource is demanded to absolve them. Therefore, the user asks dispatcher D 
for the address of the right resource along channel ad and receives the address on link 
a. After receiving the service on link am, U performs an action u and then restarts. 
Thus, U can be specified by the process 
The dispatcher performs an action c and then waits either for a request from the user 
(on link ad) or for an update of the addresses of resources from the resource manager 
on links nal or naz. (For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the update of resource 
addresses has priority over user requests, even if this is not specified.) If the request 
is from the user, D sends to U the address and restarts. If the communication is from 
RM, it simply updates the address (through the instantiation of the input placeholder) 
and then re-activates itself. The specification of D can be 
D=c.(ad(s).([s=sl]arl.D+[s=S2]7ir2.D)+nal(rl).D+naZ(Y2).D) 
Resource manager RM recursively performs an action d and then communicates to D 
the addresses of the available resources. Thus. 
Finally, resources wait for a request from the user on their links ri and then answer 
on channel arm. Hence. 
R; =ri(x).CZFu.R;, i= 1,2. 
The global system is given by the process 
S=(va,ad,nal,na2,ans)(UIDIRhIR1 IR2) 
where the parallel composition associates to the left. A possible computation of S is 
llollolll~ llollollolllc 
s-s, - s, 
Il0l/oil0~& llollollo~llo~~Il~~~~~~~ & llollollo~lloa(rbll1~~l~ & -“tS6 
‘& T_& llollcyo”s, Il0lloJ0~& llolldylCS,o llolln~llolll~~l~rl~.llliTiii~zl~~ llolloll~d _ 
Sll - s12 
where the communications between U and RI are labelled only t because they are 
inessential for the present example. To help intuition, Fig. 1 represents the partial 
ordering of the transitions of the above computation in a grid with seven rows and 
seven columns. The actions on the rows RI, U, D are performed by the corresponding 
process, while communications lay between the relevant rows. The full arrows illustrate 
the causal dependencies between transitions derived according to C. Classical causality 
is recovered by also considering the dashed arrows (see Section 5). 
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Fig. 1. Behaviour of S. 
We now examine some relations between the events in S that are derivable with the 
classical relation of causality, in which no distinction between read and write operations 
is made (see Section 5.3). The last action d depends on the action c that D performs 
before its communication with M. This interpretation establishes too much causality, 
because D does not affect RM and receivers cannot influence senders, at all. This is 
reflected in our definitions. 
Note also that the first c does not cause the first communication between D and U, 
as it would be with the classical notion of causality. Instead, the second communication 
between D and U depends on the first c also according to C. Finally, the second c 
causes the communication between D and RM only with classical causality. 
We claim that our notion of causality is better suited than classical causality in 
the design of environments for debugging formal specifications. In particular, the new 
model allows us to decrease the number of events in the system history to be examined 
when an error is detected. Besides the example at hand, Proposition 5.12 also supports 
our claim. 
Assume that an error is found in the last d. If only the temporal behaviour of S is 
available (interleaving semantics), we should analyze all the eleven previous transitions 
looking for possible causes of the error. Causality offers a better approach to trace the 
possible sources of the bug. There are seven transitions that cause d according to clas- 
sical causality, but only two transitions with our notion: )10110(lj01I1ylal(~,), IIi?@(zi)) 
and Ilollollld. 
5. Locality, precedence and enabling 
This section proves the generality of our approach in that most of the non-interleaving 
models proposed in the literature can be retrieved from the proved transition system by 
suitable relabellings and easily compared each to the others. As a matter of fact, we 
only need to slightly change the definition of C and to compare the induced relabelling 
functions. The next subsection introduces the locality semantics. Section 5.2 defines the 
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precedence relation which specifies temporal constraints between transitions. It defines 
what we need to add to the causal relation in order to retrieve the classical notion of 
causality, that here we call enabling. It is studied in Section 5.3. Also, we will use 
the proved computation (1) below Definition 4.3 to illustrate them. Finally, we will 
compare these new notions to each other, assuming that they are defined on the same 
computation, and with those presented in the literature. 
5.1. Loculity 
Communications are completely ignored in a locality model (e.g., [5]), making link 
dependencies immaterial. Indeed, a link dependency between two transitions is also 
structural when they occur at the same location (or one at a sub-location of the other). 
We only need to keep the first item in Definition 4.1 of the causal relation II, as here 
we ignore silent transitions. The local relation is then defined as 
Oh C &,, iff 0, = tip, HA = 8’~’ and ti’ is a prefix of 6. 
By adopting the conventions used in Definition 4.3 of the causal relabelling, we 
introduce a locational relabelling. 
Definition 5.1 (Locational relabelling). Given a proved computation i, its associated 
locational computation O(t) is derived by relabelling any transition tIk by ltk, accord- 
ing to Definition 4.3 in which [IIOc replaces C. 
Consider computation (1). Its associated locational computation is 
The following proposition compares the local and causal relations. The next one 
shows that [7,0c coincides with the relation introduced in [5] for pure CCS that has 
no value or name passing. 
. . 
Proposltlon 5.2. CIOc  g. 
Proof. The inclusion is obvious because to define CL,, we only delete some of the 
rules from the definition of C. Furthermore, as it is well known for CCS, the inclusion 
is strict because there are transitions that are causally, but not locally dependent such 
as 1 loa and 111 ]]sX(z) in the computation (1). 0 
Proposition 5.3. Given a computution ofu process with no object, LIOc coincides with 
the locality relation in [5]. 
Proof. Just as the one of Proposition 5.9, ended after item 1 (a), where K, Ki are sets 
of locations and Lt replaces Ct. 0 
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5.2. Precedence 
In the rc-calculus precedences between actions can be defined implicitly, i.e., it is 
possible to sequentialize in a fixed ordering in all computations some transitions which 
nevertheless are causally independent. An example originated by the distinction between 
input and output actions is shown by the process 
given in the Introduction, where c always occurs before b, i.e., has precedence over 
b, although the two are causally independent. A second kind of implicit precedence 
arises from the usage of names. See the process 
also discussed in the Introduction, where the restriction (vu) acts as a sequentializer 
for the bound and free outputs. The first is bound and enables the second to be free. 
Here, we define precedence in two steps, according to its different kinds exemplified 
above. Since the precedence due to communications is induced by the structure of 
processes, we call it structural. 
Definition 5.4 (Structural precedence). Let PO -f% PI 5 . . . 2 P,+I be a proved 
computation, and hereafter let i, j E (0, 1). Then, %A has a direct structural prece- 
dence over 8, (%h <<it, %,) iff either 
l %,, =i+(t9s~o,ti~~i), %h =#p’, 3.6’ is a prefix of &9i and pi is an input; or 
l %,,=6(190~0,29i~i), %h=t9’(29;&‘10;&), 3i,j.6’$ is a prefix of 2929i and pi is an 
input. 
The structural precedence relation G& is obtained by reflexively and transitively clos- 
ing <<f(, and making it hereditary with respect to 5, i.e., requiring 
(%k L %h <<str en > + %k <<str en and (ok <<sh oh & 6 ) + %k sstr 0,. 
Note that making c&,. hereditary means that precedence is preserved by causality. 
We now examine precedence imposed by the usage of names. We call it object 
precedence, to recall that the name which gives precedence is an object and not a link. 
Definition 5.5 (Object precedence). Let PO -% P, 811 . . . -% P,+I be a proved com- 
putation. Then, %h has an object precedence over en (%h <&j %,) iff t(%h) =x(a), 
Vj . h <j <n, a$bn(f(Clj)), and 8(%,) = ya, and the relation is hereditary with respect 
to C, i.e., 
(0, c: eh Kobj en> * ok sobj 6 and (%k <<&j %h c %,) =k %k <obj 8,. 
Finally, the precedence relation is defined as 
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The precedence relabelling is standard; we apply it to our running example. 
Definition 5.6 (Precedence relabelling). Given a proved computation 5, its associated 
precedence computation Pt([) is derived by relabelling any transition Ok by ptk, ac- 
cording to Definition 4.3 in which << replaces C. 
Consider computation ( 1). Its associated precedence computation is 
Ref. [3] associated with the output of name z is an object precedence, while reference 
1 in the last transition is structural. 
The following proposition compares precedence with causality. 
Proposition 5.7. 4& # &, <<obj # Cl,& and < # E. 
Proof. We show that the corresponding relations do not include each other. 
q!) Consider the processes (va)Jsa.Zz where F(a) C,,,. Zz, Y(a) CJ,~~ Zz, and F(a) K 2~. 
3,) Consider the process (va,b)(Fa.blb.ya) where @(a) <<str \llya, IloT <<obj 
IIIW, and Ilo~(~>!L’l~P. 0 
5.3. Enabling 
The classical notion of causality we call here enabling. It describes, besides the 
causality between transitions, their temporal constraints as well. The enabling relation 
is, in fact, the union of causality and precedence (see Proposition 5.12) and it does 
not distinguish between senders and receivers. We define it by deleting the condition 
that pi is an output action from the definition of C,,, (see Definition 4.1). 
Definition 5.8 (Subject dependency). Let PO 2 PI 01 I . 2 P,+l be a proved com- 
putation. Then, the direct subject dependency of 0,, on Oh (&, =& 0,) is defined by the 
four items of Definition 4.1 where the condition on ,Ui as being an output is dropped. 
The subject dependencies of 8, are obtained by reflexive and transitive closure of &, 
i.e., %= (&)*. 
Our subject dependency is similar to that in [2] defined for the early operational 
semantics of the n-calculus. Our notion turns out to be the classical notion of causality 
as defined for CCS [ 10,7, 161. 
Proposition 5.9. Given u computation of u process with no object, qsrr coincides with 
the causal relation in [7, 161. 
Proof (sketch). First, note that the rule Close in Table 2 becomes Corn when there is no 
object, and rule Open never applies. Then, for each of the remaining rules there exists 
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a corresponding rule of the causal transition system in [16] (that we call CTS in the 
following and we do not report here) apart from rules LG2 and LG3. However, these 
rules have only a technical meaning and do not influence the deduction of transitions. 
Also, let FK take a causal term and return the associated process by deleting the 
occurrences of K :: operators. It is easy to prove by induction that given a proved 
computation 
there exists a corresponding causal computation derived according to the rules in [ 161 
such that the proof of A; $+A;+, corresponds rule by rule (except for applications 
0, 
of LG2 and LG3) to that of fl -fF&,, and FK(Ai) = 4; and vice versa. Indeed, the 
rules to apply depend on the syntactical structure of Ai alone, i.e., on FK(Ai). We are 
left to prove for any visible transition @ that Ki = K, where Ct(6i) = (pi, K). In other 
words, the dependencies on the transitions in lP originated by + are all and only 
those recorded in 5,. 
The proof is by induction on the length of the computation. The base case is given 
by a single transition, and it is trivial. 
Let & be the causal computation corresponding to the proved one tP. To prove the 
inductive step, we assume the thesis and we let 
be the two corresponding computations. Two cases are possible: either the last transition 
is visible or it is not. 
1. t(Q,) # z. We prove Ct(6,) = (p, K) and K = K,,. Recall that Ct associates to every 
en a set KC{O,..., n - l} that is inherited by those transitions depending on B,,, no 
matter they are visible or invisible. Assume that j is the maximum index such that 
Hj <St,. 8, (i.e. j = max K). Only two sub-cases are possible. 
(a> 
(b) 
0, # 29(0,0’). Actions 0j and 8, are originated by two immediately nested pre- 
fixes 7~1 and 74 in some context %?. This implies that in state %“[z2 .P] reached 
after firing 7~1, the causes prefixed to 7~2 according to CTS contain the reference 
to the transition originated by 7~1 # z (rule Out or Znp) as it happens in our case 
as well. If 7~1 = z no dependency is originated in both approaches. The causes 
inherited through $j, if any, are correct by inductive hypothesis, thus K = K,,. 
tlj = ti(H, tl’). Action 8, is originated by a prefix following immediately the one 
that originates either 0 or 0’. Let 0, (e,) be the direct cause of f3 (0’) and it 
belongs to K by the last three items in Definition 5.8. By inductive hypothesis, 
the reference to 0$ (e,) is recorded in the derivation of the premises of TC in 
[ 161 and these are correctly prefixed to their residuals. Thus, the references to 
0, and t3,. are recorded in K,,. 
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2. t(L),,) = z. As silent transitions bear no causes, we only have to prove that commu- 
nications transmit the correct causes to the residuals of the partners. This derives 
from examining rule TC in [ 161 which updates the references of each partner with 
the references to the causes of the other one. This corresponds to the updating of 
causes performed by our relation +. 0 
In order to get the enabling relation, we only change the definition of Cfnk to allow 
the extruded name to appear also as an object in a free output. 
Definition 5.10 (Name enabling). Let PO 3 PI 5 5 P,+I be a proved compu- 
tation. Then, the name enabler of On, if any, is (the unique) t$, (Oh +,um (9,) such that 
!(&,)=~(a), ~j.h<j<n,a~bn(~(Oj)), and d(0,) E {Zz,a(z),a(z),~a}. 
Finally, we call enabling the relation defined as 
% = (<,t, u -km)*. 
The next definition introduces enabling relabelling. 
Definition 5.11 (Enabling relabelling). Given a proved computation 5, its associated 
enabling computation Et(<) is derived by relabelling any transition Ok by etk, according 
to Definition 4.3 in which < replaces C. 
Consider computation (1). Its associated enabling computation is 
po (0,4JJ p, @.kJ p2 5 pi (&~r)) p4 (%~sI) p (c,lo,!)) p. 
5 6 
The enabling computation is the same as the causal one, except for Ref. [l] in the last 
transition. The new pointer is inserted since, in the enabling relation, the communication 
fully cross-updates causes. 
The following proposition relates enabling to the other relations. 
Proposition 5.12. & c <, < c 4, und (< U L) = =$ 
Proof. Again, the inclusion & c < is obvious because we relax a condition from the 
definitions of &,. and of ä Ink to obtain 6. The inclusion is strict because in compu- 
tation (1) Iloa</I~c and IloaEIIrc. 
Similarly, we can prove the strict inclusion of < into $. 
To prove (< U C)= <, we show that < C (< U C), as (< U C)C < derives 
from the two strict inclusions above. 
If Hh < O,, assume that V.j h < j < n (Oh # Oi A Oi $0,). Thus en directly depends on 
01,. The general case (with no condition on 0.i) can easily be proved from this one by 
transitivity of the dependency relations. 
Under the above assumption, by definition of 4 we have 
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Assume &, =& 8,. 
If neither &, nor 8, is a communication, then &, &f, 8,, since in these cases no 
condition on the kind of actions is given in Definition 4.1. 
Consider the case in which &, = 29’(rJ$&ti{~~) and en = 29(&$~,r9,~i), i.e. they 
are both communications. Recall that =& is obtained by erasing the conditions of 
Definition 4.1 on pi as being an output, SO it can also be an input. If pi is an output 
then &, LB, 0”. If pj is an input then oh G& 8,. A similar argument applies also when 
there is a single communication. 
Assume &, +nam 0,. 
From Definition 5.10, we have e(&)=?(u), ~j.~h<j<n,a~bn(e(Bj)), and @,) E 
{Xz,Z(z),a(z)} U {jkz}. The first (second) set of actions yields the definition of Cj,,k 
(Gbj). 0 
We report hereafter some comparisons involving the locality relation. 
Proposition 5.13. CIOc c $, and (< U Lloc) c $, 
Proof. The inclusion Clot c 4 follows from Proposition 5.2 and from the first condi- 
tion in Proposition 5.12. 
The second inclusion follows from Proposition 5.2 and from the last two conditions 
in Proposition 5.12. For the strictness of (< U I&,) c $, consider the only computation 
of (vb)(a.b 1 hc) that originates empty relations < and &, and a non empty relation 
<, coincident with C. 0 
From the enabling and the local relations, we can easily define for the n-calculus 
what Kiehn called local-global cuu.ses for CCS [16]. We only need to relabel the 
visible proved transitions with triples 
dtk = wkk),Kl,Kz), 
where K1 is the set of enabling dependencies, and K2 is the set of local dependen- 
cies. The correspondence of this new relation with Kiehn’s follows immediately from 
Propositions 5.3 and 5.9. More formally, we have the following definition. 
Definition 5.14 (Local-global relabelling). Let 4 = PO -f% PI 81 . . --% P,,+l be a 
proved computation. Its associated local-global computation GZt(5) is derived by rela- 
belling any transition ok as gltk, where 
if &&)=r 
dtk= ;t(Ox),{h # kleh=@k,wh) # ~1, 
{h # ‘wh hoc dkmh) # ~1) otherwise. 
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Consider again computation ( 1). Its associated global-local computation is 
(d,l,l?) (z2,{0,1.3},{1}) (c.{O.l}.{O)) 
--f Ps + Pe. 
6. Concurrency 
In this section we study the notion of concurrency between the transitions of a 
computation which however is not the complement of causality (see the Introduction). 
As expected, two transitions are concurrent if one can be executed before the other 
and vice versa (see Theorem 6.4). We have already discussed independence, the re- 
lation complementary to causality. This relation states that, given two transitions, the 
first one has no effect on the calculation described by the second transition. The two 
notions of concurrency and independence are different because of precedence, which 
may sequentialize two independent transitions, while two concurrent transitions are 
time-independent. If independence is important, we only need to join the definitions of 
concurrency and precedence. 
In the next subsection we define the concurrency relation as the complement of en- 
abling. A second characterization of concurrency is obtained by exploiting the labels 
of transitions directly on the proved transition system. This second way suggests us 
an implicit, language driven definition of the relation I used in transition systems with 
independence [30]. Then we prove an interesting property of the interplay between 
concurrency and time, which may lead to a characterization of truly concurrent com- 
putations. The subsection ends with an example showing that transitions which are not 
related by causality, locality or precedence are not necessarily concurrent. Section 6.2 
compares the concurrency relation with the others defined in the previous sections. 
Finally, Section 6.3 introduces (higher-dimension) transitions labelled by more than 
one action to describe the simultaneous execution of concurrent transitions, in the style 
of multistep transition systems [9]. 
6. I. Concurrency relation 
We start with the characterization of concurrency as complement of enabling. 
Roughly, two transitions are concurrent if they result from firing two prefixes laying 
in opposite sides of a 1 and there is no way of sequentializing them. 
Definition 6.1 (Concurrency). Let P’ 2 PI 8, . . . 2 P,+I be a proved computa- 
tion. Then, concurrency between transitions is expressed by the relation - such that 
Oh”e,H&*e,. 
Note that the concurrency relation is symmetric and irreflexive. As an example, 
consider computation (1) in Section 4. According to Definition 6.1, we can easily 
derive the following 
Iloa-Ilid, Ilo~-lI1ll03z), lloc-IIIIII~z. 
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We also have 
because (I I& 111 b) sequentializes the elements of the pairs considered above. The reader 
may wish to compare these relations with the ones expressed by the enabling compu- 
tation below Definition 5. I 1. 
The main theorem of this section shows that two concurrent transitions of a process 
P can be fired one before the other and vice versa. Roughly, it relates concurrency 
as discovered by inspecting a computation to its counterpart in the proved transition 
system: two transitions 00 and 0, are concurrent if and only if they occur also in the 
reverse order in the transition system. Rather, if and only if two transitions tightly 
connected to 00 and 01 occur there in reverse order. To help intuition, one may think 
that the related transitions are different instances of the same event, corresponding to 
firing the same prefix. Thus a/b 5 O/b is related to a10 -5 010 and a/b A al0 to 
016 A O/O and they form a concurrency diamond. On the other hand, P = a.P + b.P 
will not. In fact, after an a (b), a b (a) can occur, but originated by a new copy of 
P, and hence by a different prefix. 
In order to simplify the proof of the result stated above, we introduce two auxiliary 
lemmata. The first states that whenever a computation has two consecutive concurrent 
transitions, they form a diamond in the proved transition system. 
Lemma 6.2. Let R 1), U L S be a proved computation such that 6 - 0’. Then, in 
the proved transition system there exists the following concurrency diumond 
YR\ 8’ 
U’ 
“\ / B’ e S 
Proof. We assume in the proof that the two transitions are not labelled by pairs. 
The general case only needs minor technical adjustments. Assume then @= 6~ and 
8’ = t9’p’. 
By Definition 6.1, 6’- Of iff 19 if 8’, hence Odsl,. 8’ and 0 snam 8’. Since 0 #,,am l3’, 
if p=?(a) then ,u’ @ {az,Z(z), a(z),@} by Definition 5.10. Thus, as far as usage of 
names is concerned 0’ could occur also before 9. 
Since t) and 8’ are consecutive and 8&,,, Q’, 29 is not a prefix of 19’ by Definition 5.8. 
We can then assume 29 = sl]a@ and t9’ = GIIt#. Consequently, there exists P and Q 
and a context q[o] (that originates 8) such that R = V[PlQ]. 
Let bn(8) C(u) and bn(8’) C (6). Th en, cc-convert R to make all a- and b-binders 
different (if a = b) and to distinguish them all from any other name in R. 
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The deduction of 0 has the form 
where i = ~1 if p is not a bound output or if the Open rule has been already applied. 
Then, driven by the context % one derives 
R = %[PlQ] --f % [P’IQ] = U 
with a sequence of inference steps Y. Note that context % may differ from W’ because 
of additional choices that have been solved in deriving 6, or by a restriction that has 
been lifted. In fact, since the labels register the parallel structure of processes, this is 
the same for ?? and W’, and both originate 8. Now, obtain from Y a new sequence of 
inference steps where the single application of rule Open, if any, has been removed 
together with those of rule Sum. Call this new sequence 9”. Similarly to the deduction 
J’,i’ 
of 0, from Q + Q’ (again we use /I’ to take bound output into account) one derives 
with 9” 
I/ =.,[p,,Q,“‘~‘~“[p’lQ’]=s, 
Now we build the proof 
(Note that bn( $) n@(P) = 8 because we have r-converted R.) Then obtain 9”’ from 
Y by substituting the application of rule Res for its corresponding rule Open called 
by (va), if p =x(a), and an Open for the corresponding rule Res on (vb), if 1-1’ = y(b). 
Now, via Y”‘, we deduce 
R=WlQl a$P’ ,,,,[p,Q,, = u’, 
Note that the context %“I’ differs from 65” because of a possible presence of the restric- 
. ^ 
tion (vu) and the possible absence of the restriction (vb). Finally, from P % P’ we 
‘I 
derive PIQ’ ‘D P’lQ’ from which we get 
.‘=.“‘[,,Q’]“~u”[P’,Q’, =,S. 
with Y”, obtained from 9”’ just as 9 has been obtained from 9. Cl 
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Note the particular role that a-conversions play in the above lemma. Consider the 
computation 
P = b(u)~(va)ca.a ‘~)O~(vu)i;u.u IIIG) ---f O/u 
made up of concurrent transitions. It is impossible to exchange the order of transitions 
still keeping the same label, as the lemma seems to suggest. But a-conversion comes 
to our rescue. It is not difficult to obtain the diamond desired starting from 
b(a)l(vd)Zd.d 3 P. 
Therefore, all the variants of b(u)1 a ‘iob(x) Olu are recognized as concurrent with 
II13a) P - b(u)lu in the transition system. 
The second lemma shows that there always exists a computation in which two 
concurrent transitions occur consecutively. Essentially, the two transitions are moved 
in consecutive positions by iterated applications of Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 6.3 (Permutation of transitions). Let PO 3 Pl -% . . . -% P,+l be a proved 
computation with 80 - 0,. Then, there exists a permutation of indexes (T : [O..n] -+ 
[O..n] and a computation 
such that 3 E [O..n] and 
l o(O)=& o(n)=i+ 1; and 
l o(j)=j- 1 for O<j<i; and 
0 a(m)=m+lfor i+l<m<n. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, the statement is trivially true. Other- 
wise, assume as inductive hypothesis that the lemma holds for any k <n. Consider now 
the case when there are k + 1 transitions between 80 and B,,. Let h be the minimum 
index such that 8a# et, (i.e., es- &, by Definition 6.1). For any I < h it is &- &. 
Indeed, if per absurdum 814 &, then 0s < 8[ implies by transitivity 0s < &,, against the 
hypothesis of h being minimum. By Lemma 6.2, we obtain the computation 
We now repeat the above h times to obtain a computation where there are no more 
than k transitions between 00 and 8,. The inductive hypothesis now applies. 
We are now ready for our main theorem. As already said, one can derive the concur- 
rency relation by looking directly at the transition system. In fact, two transitions are 
concurrent in a computation if and only if they form a concurrency diamond there. For 
the sake of simplicity, below we consider transitions which are not communications. 
To take these into account, we simply need contexts with three (one communication) 
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or with four (two communications) holes. Also, the proof of the general case requires 
simple extensions. 
Theorem 6.4 (Concurrency diamonds). Let %?[o, 01, W’[o, 01, Gf;o[o, l] and %l [o, l ] he 
(non-empty) contexts with (exactly) two holes. Then, the proved transition system 
contains the diamond 
with actions flo(01) originated by the same prejix q( xl ) if’ and only if‘ 80 - 01. 
Proof. (=s) We show that the transitions 8s and 8, verify Definition 6.1. Since at least 
two transitions leave R =%[q.P,z~ .Q], consuming the two different prefixes 7~0 and 
nl present in R itself, rco .P and ret .Q must lay in opposite sides of a 1 or of a f, the 
only binary operators. Furthermore, from %‘a[P, nt .Q] the transition 81 that consumes 
7tr can still fire (symmetrically for the other branch of the diamond). Thus, context %? 
must actually have the form 
^ 
W[@‘[TT~.P] 1 %$rl .Q]] 
In fact, if $9 has the form 
@[@[n,.P] + @;‘[n, .Q]] 
the firing of rro(nt ) would lead to a process without the same prefix rct(rco). Hence, 
80 = 8 )06~~0 and 01 = ?I 11191p1, where the common prefix ti corresponds to context 
#, 80 (t9r ) to @ (‘+?). Since the two transitions are consecutive, 80 &. 0,. 
Assume by contradiction 290 -+,am @I, i.e. ~0 =?(a) and ~1 E {iFz,Z(z),a(z),j%~}. The 
two transitions cannot be swapped, and still have the same label, because 81 would 
use a before its extrusion, and this is not possible. 
Summing up, &J - 81. 
(e) Rearrange by Lemma 6.3 the transitions of the proved computation in which 
both 00 and (11 occur, in such a way that 00 and 81 occur consecutively. Lemma 6.2 
is then sufficient to conclude the proof. El 
The time-independence property of our notion of concurrency is established below. 
Intuitively, two proved computations differing in the order in which concurrent tran- 
sitions are fired generate the same partial order of transitions. Furthermore, all the 
linearizations of the partial order give rise to a computation. Some notations can be 
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useful. Given a proved computation t, the labelled partial ordering induced by its 
transitions is the triple 
where the labelling function associates with each transition in 5 its standard action 
label p, L is as in Definition 3.1, and <t is the enabling relation on the transitions of 
5. Note that a proved computation can be seen as the total ordering 
where id gives the proof term of each transition and Yl is the order in which transitions 
occur. Then, we have the following. 
Theorem 6.5. Let i” be a proved computation from P to P’. A total ordering 
((0 E t}, id, a) is a proved computation t’ from P to P’ if + C _a. Furthermore, 
$5’ = Q. 
Proof. Let 5 be P=Po%P, 5 ... AP,+l =P’. Consider a total ordering a such 
that 19k 4 Oh with h <k, otherwise the theorem is trivially true. Since + C _a, it is 
&&tIk, i.e. eh - Ok, otherwise 5’ would not be a computation. By Lemma 6.3 there 
exists a computation in which 8h and Ok occur consecutively, and by Lemma 6.2 we 
can exchange them. By repeating until needed the argument for those transitions related 
by _a, but not by +, we obtain the required proved computation 5’ from l. 
We are left to prove $5’ = +. When we exchange concurrent transitions 6h and Ok, 
we do not modify the relation i because it is symmetric. Hence, -t = “<‘y and thus 
our thesis holds, since enabling is the complement of concurrency (Definition 6.1). 0 
The above theorem does not hold if we replace enabling with causality, locality or 
precedence. For C and CIOc we only need to consider the computation 
(va)(Yajya)~Ojjja~010. 
The two transitions are related neither by causality nor by locality. But a computation 
in which the two transitions are exchanged does not exist because of precedence, 
since a cannot be used before its extrusion. Similarly, for <, consider the following 
computation whose transitions are related by (link) causality 
6.2. Comparisons 
We now compare concurrency with the relations introduced previously and with the 
total ordering relation 9 which denotes the flow of time. The first item below says 
that all the studied relations respect the flow of time. The second condition of the 
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third item says that two transitions of a computation not causally related can be non 
concurrent just because one has precedence over the other. 
Proposition 6.6. Let .&E {i, CIOC, <} and let -2 = {fl, - flk ( h <k}. Then, 
l Oh .2 0, g fl,, X fl,, and O&,, g 01, .P 8,; 
l (-,q u <) = 4; 
l (- n.%)=lil and (-Q U.2’)C.f. 
Proof. The implications in the first item are proved by noticing that in the definition 
of any :%’ and of <, if 0, depends on Oh it is h Gn. The negated implications are 
obvious. The second item immediately follows from Definition 6.1. The third item 
derives from the second and from Proposition 5.12. 0 
The second item above and the equality in Proposition 5.12 allow us to state the 
equation in the following corollary, that in turn, with Proposition 5.2, implies the 
inclusion below. 
Corollary 6.7. (K U L U -‘2>=S; and (61 u Clot. u -2)c.Y. 
The relations between causality, locality, enabling, precedence and concurrency are 
collected in Table 3. 
The entries below the main diagonal in the table are obtained by symmetry. 
6.3. Higher-dimension transitions 
Consider the equivalence classes of the computations of a process induced by swap- 
ping concurrent transitions. Theorem 6.5 would suggest that they should be taken as 
the truly concurrent computations of the process. Also, it gives hints for extending 
the transition system with concurrent transitions that occur simultaneously, while still 
expressing causality. Recall that the interleaving multiset transition systems, see, e.g., 
[9], express at most concurrency between actions, but not causality. Here, it is sufficient 
Table 3 
Comparison of dependencies and concurrency relations. The relations indexing the rows (resp. columns) arc 
the left (resp. right) operands of the set operators in the entries in the table. For example, the entry in row 
&,< and in column 5 means & C =$. By abuse of notation - indicates also -/2 
c _ 3 C ni0, u=< n = 0, u c .f 
L, C nf0, uc< n = 0. u c .f 
< 3 n = 0, u = .fl 
< = n=0, uc.f 
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Fig. 2. A fragment of a higher-dimensional transition systems. 
to iteratively add in the transition system the diagonal to each concurrency diamond, 
named in Theorem 6.4. In that case, we will also have the transition 
U[lro.P,n,.Q]‘~~‘~‘[p,Q]. 
Note that there is no need of using multisets, because 00 - 01 implies 0s # 01. 
More generally, it is sufficient to label by a singleton the transitions considered so 
far. The following rule then composes transitions labelled by sets of actions 
P&PI, P’LQ, Z,,-I, 
f”aQ 
where 1,~ and It are sets of labels and 
Note that Theorem 6.5 can easily be adapted to cover the multi-dimensional case. 
As an example, consider process a 1 b / c. The corresponding higher-dimension transi- 
tion system is the cube in Fig. 2. (For the sake of clarity, only the front transitions of 
the cube are depicted, and the higher-dimension transitions are the dashed ones. Also, 
we omit 79’s.) 
Consider again computation (1) introduced below Definition 4.3. By allowing higher 
dimension transitions, we can have 
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Fig. 3. Partial ordering of transitions. 
The partial ordering of transitions expressing causality and derived from the above 
computation (abstracting from r) is depicted in Fig. 3. The transitions aligned vertically 
are meant to occur simultaneously. The same partial ordering is originated by the 
computation below, in which c occurs simultaneously with Zz. 
7. Equivalences 
The standard bisimulations for the rc-calculus compare the observable behaviour of 
a computational step in one system with that of another. Essentially, they check the 
labels of transitions. Here, we adapt the standard definition to obtain a parametric 
bisimulation that uses the various kinds of labels seen so far. To determine the label 
of a transition, the relabelling function inspects all the previous computation steps. 
Therefore, our bisimulation will relate pairs (P, 0, where P is the target agent of 
computation 5, rather than agents only (for readability, we prefer to write also P). 
Recall that the empty computation of a process P has P both as its source and target. 
The definition of our late equivalence follows. Then we begin studying the equivalences 
induced by the relations defined in the previous sections. 
Definition 7.1 (Parametric bisimulation). Given a relabelling function f, a binary re- 
lation 9 on pairs (P,<) of processes and computations is a (late) f-simulation if 
(P, <)9’(Q, t;‘) implies that 
l If P L P’ and e(e) is T, Fz, X(y) with y $ fn(P, Q), then for some Q’, Q -% Q’, 
f(d) = f(V), and (P’, t -r), P’)Y(Q’, l’ 5 Q’); 
l If P -% P’ and L’(H) is x(v) with y 6 fn(P, Q), then for some Q’, Q % Q’, f (8) = 
,f(H’), and for all w (P’{w/y}, < A P’{w/y})Y(Q’{w/y},5’ -% Q’{w/y}). 
The relation Y is an f-bisimulation if both Y and Y-’ are f-simulations. P is 
f -bisimilar to Q (written P q. Q w h ere x is the dependency relation induced by f) if 
there exists an f -bisimulation Y such that (P, P)Y’(Q, Q). 
For example, z~ is the equivalence induced by the causal relabelling Ct and com- 
pares labels of the form (p,K). 
Obviously, our 9 relation induces exactly the interleaving semantics (c). In fact, 
G(8) depends on 6, only. Thus, the computation 5 in (P, <) is useless and Definition 7.1 
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becomes the standard late bisimulation of the rc-calculus [21]. Also, from the above 
equality and from the discussion after the definition of 9 in Section 6, it is straight- 
forward that the equivalences induced by any of the relations in the previous sections 
(actually -11 in place of -) imply the interleaving equivalence. Finally, interleaving 
observationally equivalent processes exhibit the same dependencies due to the usage 
of names as those are computed only according to the actions (see also [2]). 
Recall from the Introduction that the second equality of the first item does not mean 
that C, < and < can be defined by their structural components alone (see process 
P and P’ in the Introduction). Consequently, the corresponding bisimulations cannot 
be based on the structural relations alone (and on the interleaving bisimulation). For 
instance, P&,P’ (and P z P’), but P zc P’. 
All the standard hierarchies of different semantics defined on calculi without name- 
passing (e.g., in [ll]) still hold. For example, the local (xL,~~) and enabling (Ed) 
equivalences are incomparable with each other and with our causality equivalence 
(GE), exactly as it happens with CCS [ 16, 11,241. We compare below the bisimulation- 
based equivalences instantiated with our relations. 
Proof. The last item follows from Definition 6.1: enabling and concurrency encode the 
same information. For the other items, the processes below suffice to compare all the 
equivalences. The relevant relations between these processes are in Table 4. 
P, = (va)Ez.z.ya PI = (vu, b)(Ez.blb.ya) 
Pl = (va, b)(xa.blb.ya) P4 = n 1 (vb)(blb.c) 
P5 = (vb)(u.bpic) + T.(UlC) Pe = (vb)(a.blb.c) + T.(UlC) 0 
Table 4 
Some relevant relationships between equivalences. For each column, the two processes in the first row are in 
the relations contained in the second row. For example, the entry indexed by P4 and P6 means P4 & Pg, 
P4 "Lx P6, P4 "ii P6, P4&Pb, and P4$.-Pb 
The equivalences induced by the structural component of causality, precedence and 
enabling imply the equivalences induced by the complete relations (structural plus usage 
of names). The reverse implications do not hold. On the contrary, the equivalences 
induced by the use of names do not imply those induced by the complete relations. In 
this case, the reverse implications hold instead. 
Proof. Let P2, Pj, Pa, P5 be the processes used in the proof of Theorem 7.3, and P, P’ 
be the processes in the Introduction. 
First item. 
(+) Proved by Fact 7.2 because the equivalences induced by the structural depen- 
dencies implies the interleaving equivalence, and this coincides with the name-based 
equivalences. 
(+) Let x E {C, <}. We have P zr P’, P~:i,,,~p’ and Px+~,,,~P’, but P $~y,,, P’. Also, 
P&,,, P3, but P2 =C I’3 and P2 E=<<~~~, P3. 
Second item. 
(9) Let RE {~~,~~,~c,,,~.~~,,,,,,) and R’E {$<<5=~,,hi}. Then, (a I b) R (a.h+h.a) 
and P4 R’ Ps. 
(+) It derives immediately from Fact 7.2. 
Third item. 
( =s) Transitivity of implication suffices. 
(+) Last two sentences of the proof of first item suffice, 0 
8. Higher-order mobile processes 
Recently, some higher-order calculi have been defined for modelling mobile sys- 
tems. A communication may cause processes to migrate. Examples are the higher-order 
n-calculus (H&c) [26], Plain CHOCS [28], Facile [ 131, CML [25, 191, and the join 
calculus [12]. The purpose of this section is to show the stability of our approach to 
the semantics of mobile processes. 
We consider here H07c extended with the spabvn(P) operation of Futile and CML, 
and we extend the syntax of the z-calculus as follows. Let ‘5 be a set of process 
variables ranged over by X, Y,. . Let K stand for a process or for a name, and let 
U stand for a variable or for a name. We substitute K and U for objects in prefix 
position, and CJ for names in constant definition of the n-calculus. Thus, we have the 
following syntax 
P::=O 1 x 1 71.P 1 P+P 1 P 1 P I(m)Pl[x=y]P 1 A(U,,...,U,) 
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where rc may be either x(U) for input, or XK for output, r for silent moves or spawn(P) 
for the spawning of process P. 
The late operational semantics for HOTI is defined in the SOS style and the label 
of the transitions are r for silent actions, x(U) for input, TK for free output, T(K) 
for bound output and the distinguished action sp for spawn. We will still use p as a 
metavariable for the actions and we assume that the notions of free names, bound names 
and names of a label p are tuned according to the new syntax. Similarly, we adapt the 
structural congruence on processes and the notion of variant of transitions. The proved 
transition system of the extended HOz is in Table 5 where an auxiliary transition 
relation 3, is used. The set I contains names that can occur in a communicated 
process and are extruded. Rule Close uses I to include the receiving process, as well, 
in their scope. Of course, rule Open updates the set of these names, that Close empties. 
Note that in rule Close it is I CJn(K). The actual transitions are generated by rule 
Hon that only discards index I. Note that the definition of proof terms is exactly 
Definition 3.1 as the only change is embodied in the metavariable for actions. 
Since the proved transition system of extended HOx is essentially the same as the 
one of the z-calculus (cf. Table 2), and the proof terms are exactly the same, the 
definitions of all our dependency relations need no change. We justify our claim by 
discussing below the two main extensions made to the rc-calculus. 
In HOn, a process may be communicated along a link named x. Thus, after the 
communication the process ZP.e 1 x(X).X becomes Q 1 P. Since the place-holder X is 
already present in the receiver and is instantiated by the arriving process P, we can 
apply the relabelling functions described for the n-calculus as they are. 
Table 5 
Late proved transition system for extended HOn 
v 
P--+rP’ 
II 
Par0 : ,(Wf(@)) u 1) nf4Q) = 0 SWl: 
P+,P’ 
PlQ 3, P’lQ 
0 
P+Q--+,P’ 
Spa: spclwn(P).Q 2~ Q 1 P, bn(P) n&(Q) = 0 
SK 
open: 
P-+@P’ 
di(K ) 
9x @ 1 cw? 
(vl)P d, P’ 
Coma: 
P z0 pI,Q’%; Q, 
PIQ 
w~~,I1~w)) P,,Q,(K,H) 
Ide : p{fwl~I P’, Qcfi, = p 
I D 
Q(K) -I P’ 
PIP -0 (v,)(P’IQ{K/H}‘) 
Res: p’Tp’ , Jnn(e(fl))=@ 
(,J)Piji,(“./)P~ 
PA,Pf Her - 
P d!d P’ 
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The extension of H07c with the spawn operation makes the parallel structure of 
processes vary dynamically, as new nodes can be created at any point of a computation. 
Again, nothing has to be changed to derive our dependency relations because the 
structural congruence might also include the clause 
spawn(P). Q E Q 1 P. 
We have an explicit rule for it, based on examples of its use [ 13,25, 191. In addition, 
it is the first step towards an operation, which selects at run-time also the processor to 
which a process has to be spawned, similar to the r-spawn of Facile. As an example, 
consider computation 
a.spawn(b).c (d 5 spawn(b).c 1 d % (clb) 1 d ‘% (Olb) 1 d ‘y (010) 1 d. 
By Definition 4.1 action b is caused by a and by the spawn operation, but not by c. 
The key point here is that the process spawned is put immediately to the right of the 
one that spawns. 
For the very same reason, no change is needed for local semantics: the process 
spawned runs in a sub-location of the spawning one. 
9. Related work 
In this section we discuss the relations between our dependencies with those already 
presented in the literature for the rc-calculus. 
We start with the proposal by Boreale and Sangiorgi [2], the most similar to ours. 
They use an early causal transition system and define a fully abstract encoding of their 
causal semantics into the rr-calculus. Causality is defined through subject and object 
dependencies. The first is originated by nesting of prefixes and is tightly related to 
our %.. Indeed, our relation coincides with theirs on the common part of the late 
and early transition systems. As a matter of fact, Boreale and Sangiorgi make no use 
of object dependencies that are slightly different from our <,,,,,. This is so because 
their bisimulation distinguishes processes which differ for the subject or the object 
dependencies, and interleaving equivalent processes show the same object dependencies 
(see also Fact 7.2). If we restrict ourselves to the transition system with no input 
transitions, our enabling relation 4 appears to coincide with CBS, the transitive closure 
of the union of the subject and object dependencies. Consequently, the equivalences 
based on < and CBS coincide. Note that, however, the bisimulation based on subject 
dependencies implies our X< (and ZZ_ ), but not vice versa, and that it is also different 
from the other equivalences introduced in Section 7. 
A data-flow analysis is described by Jategaonkar Jagadeesan and Jagadeesan in [ 151. 
The key idea is to adapt Kahn’s semantics of static determinate data-flow to dynamic 
networks. This is done by allowing structured tokens to flow on a static network and 
by generalizing determinate networks to indeterminate ones. Indeterminacy is obtained 
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by describing processes as sets of functions on suitable domains. These are dI-domains 
made up of sequences of the Cartesian product of tree-like structures. 
A distributed semantics based on P/T Petri nets with inhibitor arcs is presented by 
Busi and Gorrieri in [6]. The inhibitor arcs are introduced to solve conflicts and to deal 
with restricted names. Each name a has a place (vu) which, when it contains at least 
one token, inhibits any a- or &transition. Choices are mapped into parallel compositions 
decorated by distinguished conflict names k and x. The net semantics is such that when 
the name k is enabled, k is inhibited, and vice versa. Their proposal requires only five 
rules to describe the dynamic behaviour of nets. The causality relation is made explicit 
by generating a causal tree [7] starting by a marking of the network. The initial mark- 
ing is given by decomposing processes into their sequential components, in the style 
of [lo]. 
A graph rewriting approach that induces a concurrent semantics for a subset of the 
rt-calculus (+ is omitted) is proposed by Montanari and Pistore in [22]. Processes are 
mapped into labelled hypergraphs, whose arcs represent their sequential components and 
whose nodes represent names. A special kind of arc is used to single out unrestricted 
names. To denote the graph corresponding to a whole process, some graph manipula- 
tions are needed (graph composition, restriction and substitution). Finally, a production 
schema is introduced to rewrite graphs, thus describing the behaviour of processes. 
Besides the rather different technicalities, the crucial point that makes this proposal 
different from ours is the possibility of parallel extrusion. More precisely, in [22] the 
process (va)@a 1 ~a) can perform concurrently the two actions ~(a) and y(u), while 
in our proposal, as in all the others, only one of the two is actually a bound output. 
10. Conclusions 
We have presented a parametric framework to non-interleaving (and interleaving) 
semantics of mobile processes. As a test bed, we first considered the n-calculus. Then, 
we discussed a higher-order version of it with a spawn operation, thus showing that 
our approach smoothly scales up to higher-order calculi. 
We introduced a notion of causality based on the read-write idea of [24]. Essentially, 
when a communication occurs, the past of the receiver has no effect on the future of 
the sender, unlike what happened in the classical notions of causality which here we 
called enabling. We find that our causality relation is suitable for practical uses like 
debugging (see, e.g., [3]). Indeed, the asymmetric inheritance of the causes after a 
communication reduces the size of the event history of a system to be examined in 
the presence of a bug. As the visualization of the information is one of the greatest 
difficulties in implementing debuggers, this reduction may help. 
Besides causality, we also considered the spatial distribution of resources through the 
locality relation. This aspect is particularly important in higher order languages such 
as Facile where a certain number of nodes are fixed and then processes are allocated 
on them. 
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We also studied a relation of precedence. This models situations in which actions 
have a fixed temporal ordering (i.e., one cllwuys occurs before the other), but are 
causally independent. Typically, after a (synchronous) communication, the receiver has 
precedence over the residual of the sender. Also, a precedence is established when 
two parallel processes can extrude the same name. Both kinds of precedence vanish 
if communication is implemented asynchronously and there is a global manager of 
names. 
The study carried out in this paper may drive the distributed implementation of 
languages for the description of mobile processes or dynamically reconfigurable net- 
works. Indeed, the knowledge of relations such as causality and concurrency allows 
implementors to improve their understanding of system behaviour. Furthermore, when 
the dependencies of transitions are made explicit, it is easy to see what can occur 
concurrently. This provides a guideline for allocating and scheduling the processes on 
a network of processors in such a way that balancing the load of the single process- 
ing units is possible. In our opinion, the extension of the approach to higher-order 
paradigms with spawn-like operations helps in dynamically reallocating processes. 
Another consequence is that we can determine which processes frequently interact. 
This may give a basis for the choice of an allocation that minimizes the traffic on the 
interconnection network or the length of the routing path. 
The proved transition system can be used as the internal representation of processes 
for a verification tool. It is only generated once, regardless of the models and depen- 
dency relations one is interested in. The observation functions allow us to pass easily 
from one semantics to another simply by relabelling the transitions. Although labels of 
transitions may appear to be long-wired, it is worth noticing that all relabellings can 
be dealt with mechanically. 
Finally, we mention the use of proved transition systems made in [l]. Proof terms 
allow us to equip processes with their private, local environment. Essentially, the op- 
erational semantics given there includes a specification of a fully distributed name 
manager. 
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